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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING: 14
th

 December 2015. 
 
 

PRESENT: John Hubble President, John Jeffery Secretary, Kevin Gambell, Anthony Aguis, Paul Vassallo, Phil 

Murphy, Gary Young, Peter Collins, Vince Pedavoli, Nick Kaparos 
 

APOLOGIES: Bill Eastcott. 
 

MINUTE SECRETARY: Allen Wonson. 
 

AGENDA: 
 

Further discussion on the proposed trailer, Vince Pedavoli gave an update on the Geraldy Trailer and 

estimate of the final costing which included a loading platform. Chris Cassar the builder of the VPO unit 

which was built on similar design as the Geraldy trailer but smaller was approached to supply a quote on a 

larger size unit as would be required by the CCF. The quote was received and was in the same ball park as 

the Geraldy Trailer. It is very difficult to get a firm quote and it is felt that the final cost of the new trailer 

will be in the vicinity of $300,000.00 - $350,000.00. 

 

After further discussions it was suggested by Vince Pedavoli as the costing for each of the trailers were 

similar that the Federation look favourably on the Victorian built unit, however there are some items that 

need to be clarified such as: 

 

a. Type of trailer to carry the maximum number of baskets – Flat top trailer or drop deck trailer. 

b. New or second hand trailer. 

c. Loading platform. Gary Young had a sketch of a loading platform he designed that may be 

suitable. 

d. Air ventilation. 

 

It was then moved and seconded that a Transport Committee be formed to oversee the building of this new 

trailer and communicate with the builder on the above concerns and any other that may arise and have them 

dealt with.  

 

The following members were nominated to fill the positions on the Transport Committee – Vince Pedavoli, 

Gary Young, Phil Murphy and Paul Vassallo. John Jeffery and Gary Young were nominated to be the only 

persons to communicate with the builder over the phone on any matter relating to the building of this trailer. 

If any member of the Federation Management Committee has any concerns that need to be covered please 

advise the Federation Secretary as soon as possible. 

 

These four members will visit the Victorian builder in the near future possibly sometime in January to view 

the plans of the unit as quoted and discuss and iron out any concerns that they have relating to this unit and 

they will report back to the Management Committee with their findings as soon as possible after their visit to 

Victoria. 

 
No further business.   

Meeting Closed:  9.30 pm. 

Allen Wonson.  Minute Secretary. 
 

 

 


